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Abstract—A receiver-driven adaptive layer switching algorithm
is proposed for adapting the video bitrate to match the achiev-
able network throughput. It relies on aQoS-constrained equivalent
bandwidth estimator employed at the receiver, which is used for
triggering the adjustment of video layers at the video source. Sim-
ulations are conducted to illustrate its efficiency by showing that
it is capable of accommodating different channel qualities without
their prior knowledge.

Index Terms—Quality-of-service (QoS), scalable video coding,
video layer switching, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S benefit of the wide-spread roll-out of broadband wire-
less services and advances in video compression, it has

become feasible to provide high-quality digital video services
for mobile devices. However, supporting real-time video ser-
vices under strict Quality-of-Service (QoS) constraints still
poses challenges in the face of rapidly time-varying wireless
channel qualities. Hence, prompt video bitrate adaptation
is a fundamental functionality required for accommodating
the time-varying network conditions. Scalable Video Coding
(SVC) [1] provides a flexible way of controlling the video
bitrate and it is deemed to be an effective solution for video
streaming over a channel exhibiting a time-varying throughput.
Most previous works [2]–[5] concentrated on cross-layer op-

timization for transmitting scalable video streams from a base
station (BS) to mobile clients by jointly considering both ap-
plication layer information and the wireless channel conditions.
However, in practical applications the video data may be con-
veyed both via wired networks like the Internet besides the wire-
less link. Hence, a bottleneck at any network nodes may influ-
ence the end-to-end QoS of the video. Hence it is a challenge to
create an accurate network-induced-distortion model for such
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end-to-end video transmission problems. Another challenge in
applying cross-layer optimization to video transmission is that
appropriate modification of the protocols is necessary, which is
bound to increase the network’s complexity and a cost required
for upgrading the communication devices.
In order to guarantee the video quality on an end-to-end basis,

feedback-based rate control is necessary for video streaming
services. An end-to-end application-layer rate-control mecha-
nism [6] was proposed based on the receiver’s buffer-starva-
tion probabilities analyzed using a discrete-time Markov chain.
The work in [7] discussed the client intelligence required for
adaptive video streaming based on progressive download over
HTTP, like in HTTP Live streaming [8] and in 3GPP adaptive
HTTP streaming [9]. In this letter, we conceive a receiver-driven
adaptive layer-switching scheme for optimizing scalable video
transmissions in the context of a state-of-the-art network archi-
tecture and protocols. Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC)
as well as Hybrid Automatic Request (HARQ) are widely used
for link adaptation in wireless communications, while ARQ-
based error control may be applied for wired networks at the
link layer. The employment of these link adaptation schemes
results in a fluctuating throughput for each video streaming ses-
sion, which requires dynamic layer control for scalable video
transmission. In order to achieve this, we rely on instantaneous
throughput measurements for formulating an estimation model
for a QoS-constrained end-to-end equivalent bandwidth, which
is applied to instruct the video source to appropriately configure
the video layers for transmission. In comparison to previous
works [6], [7], the advantage of such a measurement-driven
scheme is that it can eliminate the need for a complex, yet poten-
tially inaccurate model of the network traffic. Hence, it can be
invoked where no accurate traffic model is available. This letter
is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model.
The layer-switching strategy based on equivalent throughput es-
timation is derived in Section III, while Section IV character-
izes the performance of our scheme. Finally, our conclusions
are summarized in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the wireless streaming system depicted in Fig. 1,
which consists of a streaming server, the Internet, base trans-
ceiver station (BTS), the wireless channel as well as the mobile
station (MS). A multimedia streaming service requires not only
maintaining the wireless connection between the MS and BTS,
but also access to the Internet.
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

We also consider a scalable video stream that consists of a
base layer, , and enhancement layers, .
We assume that the available rates of the input video are

.
At the receiver, the transmission rate associated with each

video frame is measured and recorded, which is referred to
as the instantaneous network throughput available to the user.
Let denote the instantaneous throughput experienced, when
conveying the th video frame. Since the network resources
are shared by a time-varying number of users, the dynamic
resource scheduling scheme employed by the BTS may re-
sult in a burst-by-burst adaptive affordable user-throughput.
Additionally, sophisticated link adaptation mechanisms based
on AMC/HARQ/ARQ are widely applied, which lead to a
burst-by-burst adaptive channel throughput. Hence, we assume
the network throughput sequence to be i.i.d. Without loss
of generality, let denote the most recent
measurements. Furthermore, let us denote the total throughput
of the most recent total throughput measurements and their
average by and , respectively. We
aim for finding a QoS-constrained equivalent throughput ,
which satisfies the probability constraint:

(1)

where is a desired probability threshold. If we apply the equiv-
alent throughput value as the video source bitrate in context
of our video rate control problem, can be used as a
quantitative indicator of howmuch the video bitrate exceeds the
channel bitrate. Naturally, having a smaller implies a lower
risk of the video source rate exceeding the affordable channel
rate.

III. EQUIVALENT THROUGHPUT ESTIMATION
BASED LAYER SWITCHING

In this section, we propose an equivalent throughput estima-
tion model and then derive our video layer switching algorithm.

A. Equivalent Throughput Estimation

Below, we will apply the Hoeffding Theorem [10] for esti-
mating the equivalent throughput of the throughput sequence
. According to the Hoeffding theorem, if the independent

random variable satisfies , for any , then
we have:

(2)

where denotes expectation operator. Let .
Then, (2) may be rewritten as

(3)

Let us set the expression at the right of (3) to as follows:

(4)

Then, we have:

(5)

According to (4), should satisfy:

(6)

Let . Then, we have:

(7)

(8)

which implies that (1) is satisfied. Hence, the equivalent
throughput can be estimated as follows:

(9)

Since is i.i.d, we can estimate and as:

(10)

B. Adaptive Layer Switching Algorithm

Since the equivalent throughput satisfies (1), we can main-
tain a video QoS of , provided that the video bitrate does not
exceed . Therefore, can be used as a threshold to trigger
layer switching for the video transmission. In order to avoid
substantial and hence objectionable video quality variations, we
constrain the number of layers to simply increase or decrease
by one, say from the previous level to .
Let us assume that the current video layer is . Then, the

adaptive layer switching algorithm operates in the context of
three scenarios as follows:
1) and : Since is the estimated equiva-
lent throughput, the current video source bitrate cannot
ensure the QoS-guarantee of for the transmission of the
-layer video. Hence, in order to satisfy the channel bitrate
constraint, we may reduce the number of video layers ac-
cording to , i.e., we discard one of the enhance-
ment layers.

2) and : implies that the wireless
channel has the capacity to convey the -layer video.
Therefore, in order to improve the video quality and to ben-
eficially exploit the currently high channel throughput, we
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Fig. 2. (a) and (b):Simulation results for different average channel SNRs of Rayleigh channel. (c):Performance sensitivity at average channel SNR .
(a) PSNR. (b) FDR. (c) Performance sensitivity to .

increase the number of video layers according to
if we have , while ensuring that .

3) Otherwise: We maintain the current video bitrate without
adjusting the number of video layers.

Therefore, the adaptive enhancement layer switching algorithm
can be summarized as follows:

if and
if and
otherwise

(11)

We can estimate and adjust the number of video enhance-
ment layers during every time slot. However, if its complexity
is affordable, the algorithm may be activated more frequently
for a prompt response to the channel-throughput variations.

C. Discussions

Generally, the attainable video quality is significantly af-
fected by network congestion in the Internet. In case of video
streaming over HTTP, any potential network congestion may
be relieved by the end-to-end flow control carried out by
TCP or a TCP-friendly rate control protocol (TFRCP) at the
transport layer. However, this is a basic scheme conceived for
packet-transmission rate control, not for video streaming. Our
proposed enhancement layer switching scheme operates as an
end-to-end rate control at the application layer, which may be
viewed as a video rate control scheme designed for adapting
the video streaming to the time-varying network conditions.
TFRC and Multiple TFRC (MULTFRC) utilize the parame-

ters Round-Trip and the packet drop rate to estimate the achiev-
able transmission rate, which may also be applicable to our pro-
posed scheme. In this letter, we conceive a technique of esti-
mating the available throughput: the video content is partitioned
into a set of time-bounded segments referred to as chunks. Let
and respectively denote the chunk size and the transmis-

sion duration (from the first bit of the chunk received by the
receiver to the last one received). Then we have .

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we characterize the performance of the pro-
posed receiver-driven adaptive enhancement layer switching
algorithm (RDAL). We consider a High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA) network [11] relying both on AMC as well as on
HARQ. The Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) mapping table

of the UE category 10 [12] is applied. According to the spec-
ification [12], the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) has 2 ms
duration, which facilitates near-real-time HARQ transmission.
The maximum number of concurrently communicating users
was set to and the user arrival process follows a
Markov process with an arrival rate of as
well as a service rate of . A Round
Robin scheme was applied for scheduling the transmissions
of the users. Consider an i.i.d. Rayleigh channel for the target
user, where the received SNR, , has a probability density
function (PDF) of having an average of .
We applied the SNR(dB)-to-CQI mapping rule of [13], given
by . The video sequence used in our sim-
ulations is the Sony Demo clip from the Video Trace Library
[14] scanned at 30 frame/s. It has one base layer and four en-
hancement layers. The duration of the video sequence is about
10 minutes. In order to satisfy the tolerable delay constraint of a
specific video application, we dropped the video frames, when
their delay exceeded 120 ms. The average Peak Signal-to-Noise
ratio (PSNR) and Frame Dropping Ratio (FDR) are used for
characterizing the performance of the proposed method. All the
results were averaged over 50 independent simulation runs.
In our first experiment, we compared the proposed algorithm

to the conventional fixed video profile strategy, where the
number of video layers is constant during video transmissions.
Let denote the transmission policy associated with
having one base and enhancement layers. In order to
characterize the adaptive layer switching capability for different
channel qualities, we conduct experiments at different average
channel SNRs. We set for the proposed algorithm and
used a sliding window size of . In Fig. 2(a), the av-
erage PSNR of the proposed algorithm approaches the highest
average PSNR of the conventional fixed layer strategies, be-
cause our proposed algorithm has the capability of adjusting
the number of enhancement layers according to the affordable
network throughput: at a lower network throughput, RDAL
may reduce the number of enhancement layers for achieving
a lower FDR, as shown in Fig. 2(b), while keeping the video
quality as high as possible. By contrast, at a higher network
throughput, it may increase the number of video enhancement
layers. Finally, for a fixed number of layers the achievable
PSNR is forced to remain low at high channel throughputs.
As a benefit, however, transmitting a reduced number of en-
hancement layers may achieve a lower FDR at a low channel
SNRs, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Moreover, having a higher than
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affordable number of enhancement layers implies a higher
video bitrate, which results in more dropped frames at lower
channel qualities, as evidenced by Fig. 2(b), which inevitably
leads to a low average PSNR. Fig. 2(b) also shows that RDAL is
capable of reducing the FDR below 0.01, thus meeting our QoS
guarantee of . Hence, these results demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm is capable of accommodating different
channel qualities by controlling the number of enhancement
layers without any prior knowledge of the channel quality.
Finally, we conducted a further experiment for investigating

the sensitivity of the proposed algorithm to the probability
threshold . The channel SNR was set to 12 dB and the
remaining parameters were the same as those in the above
experiments. The results of Fig. 2(c) demonstrate that a re-
duced probability threshold provides a reduced FDR. This is
because according to (9), a smaller leads to a lower equivalent
throughput , hence the number of enhancement layers is also
reduced, which inevitably reduces the average PSNR, as seen in
Fig. 2(c). Hence, having a lower implies a more conservative
enhancement layer switching algorithm.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, a receiver-driven adaptive enhancement layer
switching algorithm has been proposed for scalable video trans-
mission, which is a measurement-driven scheme capable of ef-
ficiently operating, where no traffic model was available. The
estimated equivalent throughput assists in maintaining the QoS
guarantee for video transmission. The simulation results demon-
strate that the proposed scheme is capable of offering a near-
unimpaired video quality, as a benefit ofmaintaining a low video
FDR.
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